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I really like the game. I've been playing for over an hour. My current highscore is 300 kills. The game is pretty pointless
compared to some out there. It's a good time waster. Not very good if you are looking for some grand indepth scheme. Worth
the price? It depends on if you plan on playing it for a few hours or if its so small you'll get bored quickly. It's a microgame. But
it is enjoyable for the soundtrack and simple gameplay. It is fast paced I suppose. You need reflexes at times. The game over all
has a certain feeling to it. My only want from it is a leaderboard. A Steam leaderboard would be awesome.. Great game,
addicting and fun, but a bit pricy for three dollars.. Pros: Pretty neat aesthetic Action is fast and frantic Easy to tell apart
enemies and dangerous things apart from background [a lot of stuff doesn't get that right] Bombs also seem to work as shields,
neat concept It's functional and stable, never crashed, I never took a hit I didn't think was legit, and I didn't see any noticible
bugs. Cons: Once you destroy the boxes in 10 seconds the level is basically just the square it always is in these quickie twin stick
shooters, and on top of that the enemies just go through most of the boxes. The gun sound is really annoying, along with the
constant screen shake and controller vibration Enemies start rushing you down from off screen by the minute mark, needs a
much wider field of view. The song in the trailer is not the one in the game, one in game isn't bad, but it isn't dubstep and isn't as
good. No noticibly different enemies, they are all suicidal circles of varying size and health Red boxes explosion managed to kill
me from offscreen several times Neat game, but needs more work, mostly in the variety department. You can't have a 3 minute
twin stick without at least a few more enemies, weapons, or level design. I generally use "I made a game with zombies in it" as
my bar of entry at this price and this game doesn't match it.. I cannot recommend this game. While the soundtrack is decent,
There's really only one thing to do, the "Random Level" is honestly a bunch of boxes randomly distributed, the challenge comes
from enemy's bumrushing you from off screen at faster speeds than reactable and there are NO roguelike elements to be had. I
honestly think I've seen all there is to see in my few runs. A disappointment compared to the quality of past games from this
developer.. Simple game, when u r bored it's fun to play x). Awesome fast paced retro gameplay that is simple and amazing!
More than worth 3.00 USD
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